Early Childhood Discovery Kits

Engaging hands-on materials with a teacher-friendly Discovery Guide, just what you need to get your Pre-K students exploring like young scientists. Children discover by doing with fun, hands-on activities based on an intriguing science topic. Learning center and whole-group activities foster essential language arts and math concepts and skills as well.

Health and Nutrition Discovery Kit
Includes:
- Discovery guide
- Food charts
- Food Model
- Patterns
- Poster
- Reflex hammer
- Sponge Set
- Stethoscope
- X-ray

Dinosaurs Discovery Kit
Includes:
- Discovery guide
- Model Set
- Poster
- Puppets
- Skin replica
- Sponge set
- Stegosaurus model
- Stencils
- Tooth replica
- Track poster
- Triceratops model
- Tyrannosaurus model

Insects and Spiders Discovery Kit
Includes:
- Discovery guide
- Inflatable Insects
- Patterns
- Poster
- Puppets
- Sponge Set